Let denote the positive definite matrix  created from . randomly generated "population" parameters by
We define the following parameters:
We computed population cell counts as with values of less than
0.01 set to 0.01 and values greater than 0.99 set to 0.99
Principal stratification model.
We randomly generated "population" parameters for a particular departure from Assumptions and as follows,
If was less than one, we instead set and
We computed "population" cell counts as
Web Appendix B
In this Appendix we discuss estimation of in LIN1. We first computed a preliminary  estimate denoted . To compute the components of
, we applied the method of Jackson et al (2010) with
To compute the of ,     components we computed the corresponding   prelim components of the overall variance-covariance matrix,
, where , and .
To ensure a positive definitive     , we decomposed into eigenvalues and prelim eigenvectors, substituted 0.001 for non-positive eigenvalues, and reconstructed the variance-covariance matrix.
Web Appendix C
In this appendix we discuss computation of the predicted results in LIN2, with model
where is computed from we used the
method of Jackson et al. (2010) with variances computed using the delta method and the appropriate variances from Web Appendix , B Web Table 1 . if cancer progressed before 6 month ) with and        otherwise Also 0 if overall mortality occurred before 12 months and        otherwise. 
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Web Table 3.

Cell counts for Data Set 3 computed from survival data
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